Highlights
Submit your project to the 2018 Active House
Label Awards!
End of June, we officially launched the 2018 edition of the Active House Label Awards, inviting
professional house builders, developers, architects, designers and students to submit their sustainable
buildings project application by 10 September. This year, buildings professional will be able to submit their
projects in 4 different categories - with or without an Active House Radar. The jury will select one
designated Winner out of the 4 label-awarded projects, which will be announced at the Active House
Symposium in Lecco, Italy beginning of November.
Do you have a project that embraces the Active House project? Join the competition and win a free Label
here.

Message from the 2017 Active House Awards
Jury Chair
Following the launch of the 2018 Active House Awards, we asked Marco Imperadori – 2017 Jury Chair for
the Awards – to share some thoughts on the competition and what we can expect this year.
Marco is a Professor at Politecnico di Milano - Lecco Campus, owner of
the chair of Technological Design and Innovation and the Rector’s
Deputy for internationalization programs. He is also the director of the

research group on Smart Eco Buildings. His research has always been
concentrated on buildings environmental sustainability and on
innovation based on industrialized dry stratified technologies, constantly
applied in his works. Marco is currently member of the Active House
Board of Advisory Committee.

Q: What do you see are the main benefits for building professionals/home owners to participate in
the competition?
Benefits are related to the need to go beyond the normal standards and provide to clients/final users a
new vision for their home. Being Active means believing in an Active citizenship and this starts from our
homes.
Q: What are the key features that you look for when you make your selection of top projects?
The basic points of: Comfort, Energy, Environment must be totally and clearly fulfilled. Then I always put
attention on beauty, which is necessary, and innovation, therefor I go back to Vitruvius with: Utilitas,
Firmitas, Venustas = making efficient buildings, strong and beautiful.
Q: What do you expect from this years’ edition? What will be different/new compared to last year’s
edition?
Every year is different because previous editions and cases fix a new benchmark for the evaluations. The
recent video “Indoor Generation” has shown how crucial is to design a comfortable, beautiful and efficient
house. We should struggle for that, like Darwin said: “It is not the strongest either the most intelligent that
survives but the one able to change”. Active House is a real change.

Join us for the 6th Active House Symposium! registration open
Are you an architect, investor, house builder, researcher working with sustainable buildings? Or a policy
maker working with framework conditions for sustainable buildings? The Active House Alliance invites you
to its 6th international Symposium in Lecco, Italy, on 7-8 November for 2 days packed with high level key
notes, workshops on tools, monitoring and policy discussions, and networking with likeminded global
sustainability frontrunners.
We will bring you updates about latest trends on holistic approaches for healthy and sustainable buildings.
Key notes will be delivered from visionary front runners on how to (e)valuate and program with users in
mind. You will learn about Comfort Economy tools and developer viewpoints on energy-efficiency
priorities, and you will get insights and knowledge from building industry experts. Furthermore, the event
will be a great opportunity to share ideas and projects, in a networking atmosphere!
Join now the international conversation on user centric design here!

EU Policy
Active House welcomes new EU rules for
sustainable buildings
After 12 months of intensive political process, the first legislative file of the EU’s Clean Energy Package –
presented in 2016 - has been closed; namely the revision of the Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive. The Active House Alliance welcomes the more holistic approach recognizing the
complementary potential of energy efficiency, healthy indoor climate (and comfort) and positive impacts on
the environment. It believes that the new rules are positive steps towards the promotion of “buildings that
give more than they take”.
Read our full Press Release issued by our Public Affairs Working Group here.

The Alliance at Work
New round of trainings to become certified
Active House verifier
Active House’s programme for Label verifiers continues with two half day webinars on 4 & 11 September,
where members and interested third parties can participate (free of charge) and be introduced to the
Active House principles, tools and guidelines. The programme was set up as a mean to extend the
number of verifiers, simplify the national Label awarding process, and, on behalf of the Active House
Alliance, issue Active House Labels to sustainable buildings that have been built in line with our values.
Those who wish to attain the Verifier Diploma must complete the two webinars and present two calculated
building projects using the radar tool. The presentations of the radars will take place on 6 November in
Lecco, Italy (digital presentation possible) and, if successful, participants will be awarded with their
diploma during the Active House Symposium taking place on 7-8 November.
Should you be interested in participating to the introductory webinar on the Active House tools &
guidelines, please contact the Secretariat at secretariat@activehouse.info.

Ukraine hosted its first edition of Active House
Days
On 23-24 June, the first Active House Days took place in Kiev, Ukraine. The event gathered architects,
designers, builders, developers and realtors from across the globe for an exchange of experience in
implementing building projects which create optimal conditions for comfort, energy and environment.
Among others, our Secretary General, Lone Feifer and the representative of our Italian national Alliance,
Günther Gantioler gave presentations about sustainable buildings transition. The best buildings of the
sustainist era were also showcased for visitors at the Active House Best Projects exhibition.
For more impressions on the event, check out the dedicated Facebook page here.

Active House updated its Privacy Policy
To reflect the recent developments in the European Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and our
commitment to transparency, we have updated our Privacy Policy and how we handle your personal data.
We would like to inform you that we save data from all subscribers to this newsletter, and the following

information is recorded in our data management system: Name (first name, surname) and title; Company,
association, institution, organisation, etc.; E-mail address; and Phone and fax number. These data will be
used solely for internal purposes and for the operational business continuity (with regards to members)
and will not be disclosed to third parties. In accordance with the new GDPR rules, your personal data can
be viewed by you at any time, and you can request the correction or deletion of your personal data stored
by our Alliance. Accordingly, if you require that such data is erased, please contact us as
secretariat@activehouse.info. Please note that this would imply that we stop distributing you any
information/ newsletters from that moment onwards. If no response is received, we, as the Active House
Alliance, assume, that you would be pleased to receive further updated from us in the future

New Release
First Active House book now in stores
Co-authored by Green architect Alexander Kucheravy, and PhD student
from PoLiMi Federica Brunone, the book ‘Active House: Smart Nearly Zero
Energy Buildings’ provides an overview of the Active House vision,
intended as a building design method “beyond” the passive approach for
buildings of the future that will be more and more connected, smart and
innovative. It offers a novel philosophical design approach in which
buildings, new or renovated, are in balance with natural, renewable
energies and become “concentrators-distributors” of energies instead of
being consumers of resources. The book is composed of five chapters,
providing information on fundamental aspects of innovations toward
resource-efficient buildings, as well as case studies presenting the concept
in practice. It demonstrates that a completely new design approach is
possible, and that a turning point has been reached. Lastly, it shows how
the Active House Alliance, along with designers, institutions, industries and
academies, is bringing a breath of fresh air to the world of construction.
Excited to read more? Purchase it online here.
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